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Maria Cherubina Bresciani (43)

Toscanella

January 19, 1757

J.C.P.

Reverend Mother, My Daughter in Jesus Christ,
On my return from a long campaign of missions and from assisting at two convents, I found your letter, 
forwarded from the Retreat of the Presentation at Orbetello. I am answering immediately, although I am 
loaded with business.
It is true that the observance of a Rule approved by the pope takes precedence over Constitutions approved 
by the bishop, but since these are based upon the Rule and are wall or forewall to protect the Rule, so it is 
necessary to observe these Constitutions very exactly. So let anyone say what she wants; with strong con-
stancy have them enforced; and especially never permit that a door be left open so that the nuns may speak 
with the women you mention because these women show up at times with men, and in this way it happens 
that there is always great danger for the souls of your religious, and you would have to render an account 
to God. Stay strong and do not allow anyone to overcome you. Oh, if you only knew what damage comes 
from this!
I am experienced in convents, and I tell you that in this region the abuse of allowing women to sit at the door 
is not permitted, that is to say, even outside where they seem to be seated with the nuns. This is a dangerous 
abuse, it seems to me, that I have elaborated enough above.
You are conducting yourself well with the religious who quarrel among themselves, and it is evident that 
the Lord is helping you in a special way.
As for my coming there to give a retreat, that is morally impossible. I am too loaded down with business, 
missions, and the government of the Congregation, and am, moreover, full of ailments and have little 
health. Select someone or ask the head of the diocese. Meanwhile, I see the needs are not small. Act more 
and more with courage, carry the cross of Jesus, repose like a child on his divine bosom, sleep quiet in the 
shade of this Tree of Life, and there eat of the fruits which fall from that tree, which seem bitter to the palate 
of sense, but sweet to the palate of the soul. Whence, to digest them, take your interior sleep with a peaceful 
repose on the holy breast of the gentle Savior since he is entirely a flame of holy love. In the heat of this 
divine charity, you will digest all with ease.
Believe me, by carrying the heavy cross of your superiorship with peace, zeal, constancy, and courage you 
will go to heaven with the palm of a martyr. This is the great gift that God gives to those souls who carry 
that weight with patience.
I am in a hurry, and I enclose you in the gentle heart of Jesus. Greet your good religious in the Lord for me. 
I recommend myself to your and their prayers, and with profound respect I affirm I am,
Your unworthy, obligated servant,
Paul of the Cross

I hope that before February is over I will visit the Retreat at Mount Argentario, but I will stay only a short 
time.


